
The new Cordless tools made in Europe: Strong problem
solvers for craft and industry – for professional use!

For working on steel, non-ferrous metal, glass, ceramics, wood and plastic. For cutting, roughing and grinding.

Supplied with corundum grinding disc (60 grit), fan sander (100 grit) and reinforced cutting disc. Set includes lithium-ion
battery Li/A2 (10.8V) and rapid battery charger LG/A.

The LHW/A is top-quality and its performance is comparable to our mains-powered counterparts. For outdoor jobs or if an
extension lead needs to be used, this tool is very utile.

Technical data:
10.8V. 5,000 - 16,000rpm. Discs Ø 50mm (2") with 10mm (13/32") bore. Length 320mm (12.6") . Weight approx. 800g
(1.8 lbs) (including battery).

NO 39 815

See us on YouTube!

California Residents Prop 65 Information

WARNING:
This product can expose you to chemicals including lead, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and
birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.
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The LHW/A comes safely packed in a practical, attractive and super-sturdy plastic case made
from high-quality PP. A product label on the side of the case details its contents.

Cordless long neck angle grinder LHW/A
As described above, also including listed accessories. But without battery and rapid charger. Packed in a cardboard box.

NO 29 817

Video LHW/A

• High quality 10.8V lithium-ion battery with 2.6Ah for highest performance.
• One battery charge allows for at least 30 minutes of use even at maximum power. No other cordless tool lasts longer in

this class!
• Gear head of die-cast aluminium. Main housing of glass-fibre reinforced POLYAMIDE with soft component in grip area.
• With continuously variable speed control and special balanced DC motor: powerful, quiet and durable.

Practical:
The flat end cap of the battery enables the tool to stand upright as well.
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The MICROMOT lithium-ion battery system: One battery and one rapid
charger for four professional tools:

Four power tools - one system!

Rapid battery charger LG/A2
Charges the PROXXON lithium-ion battery Li/A2 in one hour. With integrated temperature
control. LED signal light: Yellow = charging, Green = charged.

Technical data:
Input 100 - 120V AC, 50/60Hz. Output 12.6V, 2A. Weight approx. 340g (0.75 lbs).

NO 39 880

Lithium-ion battery Li/A2
For long and durable powerful operation of our MICROMOT cordless tools. With integrated
temperature control for safe operation.

Technical data:
Voltage 10.8V. Capacity 2.6Ah. Length 85mm. Weight 180g (0.4 lbs).

NO 29 896
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Accessories for the cordless long neck angle grinder LHW/A
Corundum Grinding Disc for LHW/A
Ideal for grinding, deburring, sharpening, rust removal and roughing of steel and non-ferrous metal.

NO 28 585 60 grit

Silicon-Carbide Grinding Disc for LHW/A
Ideal for grinding, deburring, sharpening, rust removal and roughing of stone, glass, ceramics and other very
hard materials.

NO 28 587 60 grit

Flap Disc for LHW/A
The flap disc is made from aluminum-oxide with a high stock removal rate and is ideal for grinding and
smoothing of cast iron, gray cast iron, stainless steel, steel, non-ferrous metal, wood and plastic.

NO 28 590 100 grit

Cut-off wheel for long neck angle grinder LHW/A
Ideal for cutting steel, non-ferrous metals, smaller plastic and wooden bars.

NO 28 155 set of 5

Backing Disc for LHW/A
Hook and loop type, for use with sanding discs and sanding fleece.

NO 28 548
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Corundum Sanding Discs for LHW/A
Hook and loop type, used on flat and convex surfaces.

NO 28 549 80 grit set of 12
NO 28 550 150 grit set of 12

Sanding Fleece for LHW/A
Hook and loop type, used for cleaning, matting and sanding of steel, stainless, steel, non-ferrous metals. Also
used for paint removal.

NO 28 554 medium set of 5
NO 28 555 fine set of 5

Disc with tungsten carbide burrs for LHW/A
Carving wheel with needle-like tungsten carbide teeth. Ideal for
carving and sculpting, roughing and finishing in wood plastics and
fiberglass. Smooth cutting and excellent control. Maximum RPM
15,000. Do not use on metal.

NO 29 050
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